Typographical Errors and Clarifications

4.12.4, Page 91, Integration Practice Test, Question 8, Sentence 2

Error Incorrect text after During the
Action Change Exciting to Executing
Correction During the Executing processes…

5.9.4, Page 125, Scope Practice Test, Question 4, Sentence 4

Error Incorrect the prior to how
Action Remove the prior to how
Correction Of the following, which is the best description of how the Project Manager will use the matrix?

6.10.5, Page 185, Time Practice Test, Question 13, Answers A and B

Error Incorrect text after published estimating
Action Change date to data
Correction (A) Expert judgment, published estimating data… and (B) Expert judgment, published estimating data…

6.11.5, Page 186, Time Practice Test, Question 17

Error Incorrect text after Critical Chain Method
Action Remove CPM
Correction Of the following, which is the most accurate description of the difference between the Critical Chain Method and the Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT)?

6.11.5, Page 201, Time Practice Test Answers, Question 13, Answers B and Explanation

Error Incorrect text after published estimating
Action Change date to data
Correction (B) Expert judgment, published estimating data… and The key tools and techniques for Estimate Activity Resources process are expert judgment, published estimating data…

6.11.5, Page 202, Time Practice Test Answers, Question 17, Explanation

Error Incorrect abbreviation CPM
Action Change CPM to The Critical Chain Method
Correction The Critical Chain Method emphasizes…

8.8, Page 269, Plan Quality (Planning) Process Table, Key Inputs, Schedule Baseline, Description

Error Missing to between used and align
Action Add to between used and align
Correction The schedule baseline is used to align Plan Quality and standards with the schedule activities and milestones.

8.10, Page 279, Perform Quality Control (Monitoring and Controlling) Process Table, Key Tools and Techniques, Approved Change Requests Review, Description

Error Approached incorrectly appears prior to change requests
Action Change approached to approved
Correction Reviewing approved change requests is key here to see what the impact of the approved changes are on the plan and the work of the project.

9.8.3, Page 335, Matching Exercise #1, Definition P

Error Incorrect text after semicolon
Action Correct text after semicolon to also known as a Project Organizational Chart
Correction An organizational chart that displays which group is responsible for each work item and can show reporting relationships as well; also known as a Project Organizational Chart Reference Revised Tables Addendum: Table 6

9.9.3, Page 347, Matching Exercise #1 Answers, Definition P

Error Incorrect text after semicolon
Action Correct text after semicolon to also known as a Project Organizational Chart
Correction An organizational chart that displays which group is responsible for each work item and can show reporting relationships as well; also known as Project Organizational Chart Reference Revised Tables Addendum: Table 8
Typographical Errors and Clarifications

10.7, Page 366, Report Performance (Monitoring and Controlling) Process Table, Key Tools and Techniques, Forecasting Methods, Description
Error Incorrect text after are
Action Change helping to helpful
Correction Forecasting methods are helpful in providing estimates on the remaining work.

10.11.3 Page 373, Matching Exercise, Term 6, Column 2
Error Missing definition letter identifier in the same row as term 6
Action Add definition letter identifier P before the definition in the same row as Term 6
Correction P. Estimates related to future project performance that are based on historical information and current project knowledge
Reference Revised Tables Addendum: Table 10

10.12.3, Page 381, Matching Exercise Answers, Term 5, Column 2
Error Missing definition letter identifier for term 5
Action Add definition letter identifier P before the matching definition for Term 5
Correction P. Estimates related to future project performance that are based on historical information and current project knowledge
Reference Revised Tables Addendum: Table 11

11.4.1, Page 397, Probability Distributions, Sentence 4
Error Incorrect text (to) between “must and “take
Action Delete to
Correction Beta distribution is used to model events which must take place within an interval that has a minimum and maximum value.

11.11.3, Page 414, Matching Exercise #2, Definition K
Error Missing semicolon and text following at the end of the definition
Action Add semicolon and clarifying text
Correction The level of satisfaction from a potential risk payoff; also known as Risk Tolerance
Reference Revised Tables Addendum: Table 12

11.11.3, Page 414, Matching Exercise #2, Definition O
Error Definition not clear
Action Replace text to clarify definition
Correction The level of satisfaction from a potential risk payoff; also known as Risk Utility
Reference Revised Tables Addendum: Table 12

11.12.3, Page 425, Matching Exercise #2, Definition K
Error Missing semicolon and text following at the end of the definition
Action Add semicolon and clarifying text
Correction The level of satisfaction from a potential risk payoff; also known as Risk Tolerance
Reference Revised Tables Addendum: Table 13

11.12.3, Page 425, Matching Exercise #2, Definition O
Error Definition not clear
Action Replace text to clarify definition
Correction The level of satisfaction from a potential risk payoff; also known as Risk Utility
Reference Revised Tables Addendum: Table 13

12.3, Page 448, Sentence 5
Error Omitted word
Action Add can prior to influence
Correction There are a number of project processes that can influence, or be influenced by, this process.